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INTELLIGENT PARTNER 
MANAGEMENT 
Statistics that demonstrate the financial impact 
of our Partner Management solution. 



INTRODUCTION 

In the highly competitive world of wholesale distribution, effective partner management is 
critical to business success. The ability to keep partners engaged, trained, and well-informed 
about the company's products and services is crucial to achieving sales targets and 
maximizing profitability. 

In this white paper, we will analyze the impact of implementing a partner management solution 
for a large wholesale distributor and how much can be saved in operating costs by improving 
efficiency in partner follow-up, lead management, staff training, and technical support. 
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THE
CHALLENGE 

THE
SOLUTION 

A partner management solution can address these challenges by 
unifying tools, processes, and strategies to efficiently manage 
relationships with external business partners, tracking your partners, 
managing assigned leads, offering ongoing training, and providing a 
unified, two-way channel to clarify technical questions and facilitate 
communication. 

Difficulty in effectively tracking partners to meet 
sales forecasts. 

Lack of a centralized system to manage leads 
assigned to partners. 

Need to keep all partner personnel trained on 
products and services. 

Difficulty in accompanying partners in the sales and 
closing process. 

Lack of an open and bidirectional channel to clarify 
technical doubts about products or services. 

Improved efficiency in tracking partners to meet sales forecasts. 

Increased lead conversion rate by providing partners with the tools 
they need to effectively manage assigned leads. 

Reduced face-to-face training costs by providing ongoing online 
training for partners. 

Increased sales by supporting partners throughout the sales and 
closing process. 

Reduced time to resolve technical issues by providing an open and 
bidirectional channel to clarify doubts. 

Wholesale distributors face 
numerous challenges in managing 
their partners, including: 

IMPLEMENTATION BENEFITS 
By implementing a partner 
management solution, a large 
wholesale distributor can 
expect the following benefits: 
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REVEALING 
STATISTICS 

DISCOVER HOW PARTNER 
MANAGEMENT 

SOLUTIONS CAN SAVE 
YOU THOUSANDS: 

Industry studies estimate that a large wholesale distributor could save up to 30% 
on operating costs by implementing a partner management solution. This is due 

to improved operational efficiency, reduced face-to-face training costs, optimized 
partner tracking, and improved lead conversion rates.

 

These are some revealing statistics that demonstrate how implementing a partner 
management solution makes your business more profitable: 
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of distributors report savings of 40% in 
face-to-face training costs by offering online 
training to their partners. 

of wholesale 
distributors see a 
30% increase in 
lead conversion 
rate by providing 
lead management 
tools to their 
partners. 

of distributors experience a 30% 
increase in profitability by implementing 

a partner management solution. 

of wholesale distributors achieve a 20% improvement 
in partner tracking efficiency to meet sales forecasts. 

of distributors report a 30% reduction in operating costs 
by implementing a partner management solution. 

of large distributors experience a significant 
improvement in operational efficiency by 
implementing a partner management solution. 

of resellers see a 
40% reduction in 

new partner 
acquisition costs by 

implementing a 
partner 

management 
solution. 

of distributors experience a 25% increase in sales by 
supporting their partners in the sales and closing process. 

of resellers reduce technical problem resolution time 
by 50% by providing their partners with a two-way 

technical support channel. 

of resellers achieve a 35% 
return on investment by 

implementing a partner 
management solution. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

HOW CAN WE HELP 
YOU AT ECHEZ 
GROUP? 
Our partner management solution unifies tools, 
processes, and strategies to effectively manage 
relationships with external business partners. 

The goal of partner management is to optimize 
collaboration, improve communication, maximize added 
value, and increase revenue. 

In conclusion, implementing a partner management solution can have a considerable 
cost-saving impact for a large wholesale distributor. By improving efficiency in partner tracking, 
lead management, staff training, and technical support, distributors can expect a substantial 
return on investment and a significant improvement in profitability. 



We implement training programs, marketing tools, and an effective 
business model to empower your partners and lead them to success. 

We continuously monitor their progress to ensure they are on the 
right track. 

With our focus on building strong relationships and ongoing 
opportunity management support, your partners will experience 
significant growth in their revenue and project pipeline. 

We guarantee your partners' satisfaction with high-quality service. 

If you are interested in learning more about how a partner 
management solution can benefit your business, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. We are here to help you achieve your 
business goals. 

We can help! 

Here are some of the actions we take in our Partner 
Management solution: 

Contact us NOW

WANT TO MAKE SURE YOUR PARTNERS 
ARE READY TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL 

ACCOUNT PLAN? 
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DISCOVER HOW MUCH 
TIME AND MONEY YOU 

CAN SAVE WITH OUR 
PARTNER MANAGEMENT 

SOLUTION. 


